Serum reserve cholesterol binding capacity (SRCBC): the relative importance of different lipoprotein classes.
Findings by several authors have motivated studies in our laboratory on the relationship between HDL and "serum reserve cholesterol binding capacity" (SRCBC). We found that incubation for 25 hours at 37 degrees C provided optimal conditions for uptake and saturation when 14 mg sonicated and pulverized cholesterol was added to 1 ml serum. Upon separation of serum to which 14C labelled cholesterol had been added, into lipoprotein classes, a higher cpm:protein ratio than expected (from the free cholesterol:protein ratio, assuming isotope exchange exclusively) was found in LDL and the HDL fraction. In a second series of experiments, the different lipoprotein classes were separated prior to addition of 14C-cholesterol. The highest capacity for uptake of labelled cholesterol was found in the HDL fraction. The major part of the 14C-cholesterol appeared in the LDL density area when this HDL fraction was subjected to repeated ultracentrifugation. This suggested that the uptake of added cholesterol by HDL had led to the formation of an altered particle with density characteristics similar to those of LDL particles. This was confirmed by the demonstration of a "new" particle which contained apoA-I, apoA-II, and apoE, but no apoB or Lp(a) antigen. Its electrophoretic mobility was similar to that of HDL. Electron microscopy revealed that this particle is larger than normal HDL. The findings suggest that a sub-population of HDL molecules may be responsible for serum binding of added excess cholesterol.